Introduction
In this paper, we carry Schoenberg's beautiful cardinal spline theory [$2], [$3] over to a two-dimensional context which is not just the tensor product of the univariate situation. We find that we must work harder, yet must be satisfied with less precise results.
We are after a bounded cardinal interpolant to bounded data. This means that we are looking for a function of the form If= _ ajM(.-j) jZ with a /o(Z 2) which agrees with a given bounded function f on Z 2. Here, M is a fixed function of compact support. In Section 2, we follow Schoenberg [$1] in describing necessary and sufficient conditions on the Fourier transform of M to insure the correctness of the interpolation problem, i.e., the existence and uniqueness of solutions.
We are particularly interested in using for M a box spline, i.e., the twodimensional "shadow" of an m-dimensional cube, as given explicitly in (1) below. Let Z be a set of vectors in R. We find it convenient to change the definition [BHt] of the box spline M M z to include an appropriate shift which makes the Received April 12, 1983. Sponsored by a contract from the United States Army.
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3Supported by a grant from the NSERC Canada. .DEBOOR,K . HOLLIG AND S. RIEMENSCHNEIDER [S] who showed in the univariate case that such convergence could be had whenever suppf G (-r, r). We find, though, that, in our bivariate setup, there are many different sets playing the role of this interval, and which of these sets is relevant depends on the manner in which ZI goes to infinity.
The final section is devoted to the many detailed estimates on which the arguments in Section 5 are based. In the proof of the theorem, we make use of (3.6). This allows us to assume without loss of generality that r > s > t. We first consider two cases which reduce to Schoenberg's result.
Cardinal interpolation
The tensorproduct case n (r, s, 0). Here, we have M,(u, v) Nr(u)Ns(v), and this implies that P,(u, )= Qr(u)Qs(o).
The case n (r, 1, 1). Since the open support of M, intersects exactly one mesh line of the form (., l), viz. the meshline (., 0), it follows that, in this case,
This means that cardinal interpolation with M, reduces to univariate interpolation with N on each of the lines (., l), Z. In particular, P(u, ) Qr(u). For the proof of Theorem 4, it remains to consider the cases where the multiplicities are all at least 1, with equality for at most one. We make this assumption for the remainder of this section.
To prove the positivity of P, we use the representation (2.10) in the form
Recall from (3.1) that, for x (u, v) and j (k, l),
It is sufficient to show the positivity of P (2r ) dominate the sum in (3). To this end, we associate each of the other terms with one of these (even to the point of splitting one of the other terms between two of these) and show that each of the resulting three sums, when divided by their respective dominant term, is less than 1. For ease of argument, we actually split the sum into altogether ten parts, as indicated in part by Fig. 4.1. To simplify notation, we set 
Since each of the summands (divided by its appropriate dominant term) other than the three dominant terms (5) occurs in (7)-(9) exactly once, we conclude from (7)-(9) the positivity of P. The estimation of the various sums in (7)- (9) is straightforward. In each case, we find a majorant which is independent of x [0, 1/2] E and n. For this, recall that we are assuming that r, s, > 1 with at most one equality. (-1, 1) .
Proof of (9) . Since ];,s,t)(u, u)= ],r,t)(U, U)and therefore b2,(r,s,t)((u,o),(k,l)) b3,(s,r,t)((o,u),(l,k)) the inequality (9) follows from (8) This theorem is a consequence of the fact that the Fourier transform of the fundamental spline converges to the characteristic function of the interval (-, r).
The bivariate situation is more complicated. Here, the limit of depends on just how n goes to infinity. Recall from (3.3) that 1/L^(2rrx) 1 + E e(x)a.,(x), Define the "middle component"/(n) of n by the requirement that it equal the middle or second number in any ordering of the three numbers r, s, t, and set Then, the typical summand in the right hand side of (1) is, up to sign, an,j(X ) (an,,j(X)) t(n).
This shows that L(2rx) is close to 1 for large tt(n) provided an,,.(x ) < 1 for all j 4: 0.
The set (x" a,,,,j(x) < 1 for all j Z2\O} In what is to follow, the sets m (X" am,j(X < 1 for j J), Proof The proof is based on a series of propositions which we merely state as needed and prove at leisure later. We begin with the following: For its proof, we use (1) and we consider two cases.
(i) x fin'-We need:
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let J' A*(1,1)= {_+(1,1), +(2,-1), _+(-1,2)}.
For n N and x f,, ,, and so proves (3) for this case.
(ii) x ft,,. AND S. RIEMENSCHNEIDER We conclude that there is j 4= 0 so that x x' + j with x' 2;. With this, we use the periodicity of the characteristic polynomial P to write for such x, U(x, +s) e(2 (x, + j)) u (x,} L (2rx') Therefore I/_ (2rx)l I/_ (2rx')la,,,(x') IL (2rx')l(a.,,,(x')) ("). We now discuss briefly the particularly symmetric and special case n (r, r, r). Figure 5 .2 shows the level lines for Pr e(r,r,r) for r 3. Note that its minimum seems to occur at (2vr/3, 2r/3), and this can be verified analytically for r < 4. We conjecture that this is no accident, but is the case for all r. If we assume that f L 2 with suppf 2m, then the convergence of I,,f can be stated in a particularly nice way. We define a bivariate "Whittaker" By the uniform boundedness principle, it is therefore sufficient to check the convergence (7) for the unit vector ej 12. But this is an obvious consequence of (3).
In the univariate setting, [MRR] In this section, we prove Propositions 5.1-5.4 and various lemmas needed in the proofs. This amounts to a detailed study of the functions an, j and the set f, and how they depend on n N. In particular, we need to study the boundary of ,. This boundary is made up of pieces of curves given implicitly by the equation a,, j(x) 1 for some j J.
We use the symmetries of the given situation. Recall the notation o (n) ( n o(1), n o2), n oo))"
We conclude from (3.5) or directly from (5.2) that a,,,2(x) ao(,,),a,,./(A*ox). The boundary of f.
(1) that is made up of segments of these curves. It follows from (6.5) 
Proof relations
The symmetry with respect to the point -j/2 follows from the a,,j(x-j) 1/a,,_j(x)= 1/a,y (-x) which are immediate consequences of the definition (5.2) of a,,j.. For the rest, it is, in view of (5), sufficient to consider j (-1, 0). In this case, the curve The boundary of consists of the segments of the curves F,j connecting the points in J/2 and z,, o, o 3.
Proof In view of (3) and (5), it is sufficient to consider the case o (1), R o=R and J0=(1,0), J1=(0,1). By (9), F,,(_l,0) has slope < -1, with equality possible only at the point (0, 1). Similarly, a direct computation shows that Fn,(O,_l) has slope between -1 and 0. Since F,(_l,0) and F,(0,_l) pass 554 C. DE BOOR, K. HOLLIG AND S. RIEMENSCHNEIDER through the points (0, 1), (1/2, 0) and (0, 1/2), (1, 0) respectively, they intersect at a unique point z,,(x (0, 1/2) 2. To show that the boundary of 2 intersected with R consists of the segments connecting (0, 1/2) with zn,o), and z,,o) with (1/2, 0), we prove that, for x (u, v) R, an,(_l,o)(X), an,(O,_l)(X ) ( 1 implies that a n,j(x) < 1 for alljJ. (9) and the symmetry of the curves Fn, a. and Fro, a., for n (0, oo) we have dist(Fm,j., Fn,a. < u, with u. such that a n, j(U n, 1/2) 1. From (6) We take the occasion to prove the following observation which stresses the underlying hexagonal structure. This follows from Lemma 1, in particular from the fact that the curves and Fn(0,_ 1) pass through the points (1/2, 0) and (0, 1/2) and, as functions of u, have slopes < -1 and > -1, respectively. To complete the proof, note that n (0, 1,1) gives equality in the first inclusion of (11) The case j (0,1) is similar.
(ii) j (-1, 0 and this is obvious for r >_ 1 in view of our assumption (u, v) R r3 f-. To prove (15) for r < 1, let (-1, 0) and consider the situation as depicted in Figure 6 .6. We may assume that x (u, v) 0f R, since increasing u decreases [(u + 1)/ul and increases dist(x, Fj 2-). For x (F(_l,0)to (6.17)
This is a consequence of the radial symmetry of the curves F with respect to the point -i/2. In Figure 6 .6, the curve F, which passes through z 0 is meant to be the curve F_l,0)-j. For the proof of (15), we consider the two cases.
(a) x F_ 1,0) 2-; i.e., u < u. In this case, from a(_ 1,0)(x) 1 we obtain the estimate
where we have used the fact that s, > 1, and the last inequality is easily Then we have a(_x,_l)(X) 1-u 1-v 2-u-v 1/2 e 1/2 +e l+e < 1/(1 + e). In the remaining cases j J' \ (-1, 1), we have dist (-j/2, R) < 2 and therefore it is sufficient to bound aj(x) by an absolute constant less than 1. This is straightforward, using the fact that a(_l,o)(X ), a(o,_l)(x < 1. We list only the estimates" For j (1, 1), 
